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ROLE OF NITRIC OXIDE IN PATHOGENESIS OF TUMOR GROWTH 
AND ITS POSSIBLE APPLICATION IN CANCER TREATMENT
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In this review, the role of nitric oxide (NO) in the pathogenesis of the tumor growth and possibilities of its application in the 
treatment of cancer patients are analyzed. NO is one of the most important mediators of physiological processes being involved 
in the regulation of practically all body functions in health and disease. The role of NO in the development of many pathological 
conditions has been extensively studied and debated in recent years. Today it is clear that NO in relation to malignant tumors 
may exhibit a dual activity — can stimulate tumor growth and cause an opposite antitumor effect. Effects of NO are mostly 
dependent on its concentration. At low concentrations, NO could inhibit apoptosis and cause mutations that potentially lead 
to the formation of malignant growth loci. However, a high concentration of NO appears to be detrimental to malignant cells, 
in particular under conditions of simultaneous exposure to ionizing radiation. In humans, the inducible NO synthase (iNOS, 
type II) is the most powerful form of NO synthases (NOS) and has the ability to synthesize large amounts of NO for a long time 
and exert a protective function. iNOS is expressed in macrophages, monocytes, neutrophils, fibroblasts, hepatocytes, and other 
cell types. In tissue of malignant tumors, the macrophagal iNOS is the main form. Experimental data provide an evidence that 
activated macrophages and leukocytes, which are the part of peritumorous inflammatory infiltrate, can provide radiosensitization 
of tumors by direct synthesis of NO and indirectly — through the secretion of cytokines stimulating iNOS activity in cancer cells. 
Such approach could be useful for the development of new schemes and methods of anticancer therapy based on the activation 
of endogenous NO biosynthesis pathways.
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A gaseous chemical messenger — nitric oxide (NO) 
is one of the most important mediators of physiological 
processes in human body. NO is involved in the regula-
tion of practically all body functions in health and dis-
ease [1, 2]. The role of NO in the development of many 
pathological conditions has been widely studied and 
debated in recent years. NO is defined by the scien-
tists as a trigger factor in many pathophysio logical 
mechanisms, being a regulatory molecule, damaging 
one, or vice versa a protective agent [1–3]. 

Similarly, NO affects cancer development, and 
the redox-sensitive NO molecules play a key role 
in redox regulation of proliferation of cancer cells [4, 
5]. NO also may have a huge impact on other aspects 
of tumor biology, including angiogenesis and metas-
tasizing [6]. 

Moreover, recent studies provide the theoreti-
cal and experimental rationale for NO application 
with the purpose of chemo- and radiosensitization 
of malignant tumors, including rectal cancer, pros-
tate cancer, etc. [5, 7–10]. Thus, in-depth study 
of NO properties in biological systems under the 
conditions of malignancy will be useful for develop-
ing new therapeutic approaches and personalization 
of cancer treatment.

BIOCHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF NO
In biological systems, NO is unstable and highly 

reactive lipophilic compound. The small size and lack 
of charge cause the high penetration of the NO mole-
cule through the cell membranes and subcellular or-
ganelles (NO diffusion rate is the highest among all the 
molecules of the body). In addition, S-nitrosothiols can 
transfer NO between cells via binding with SH-groups 
of proteins. That’s why NO has the ability to affect not 
only the cells wherein NO is produced, but also the 
nearby cells [1, 2].

The range of physiological activity of NO is ex-
tremely wide. Through cGMP-dependent mechanism, 
NO reduces the tone of smooth muscles of blood 
vessels, regulating peripheral resistance, blood pres-
sure and affecting the redistribution of blood [1, 5]. 
NO prevents monocyte chemotaxis, inhibits adhesion 
of leukocytes to the endothelium, prevents platelet 
adhesion and aggregation. Of particular interest 
is the ability of NO to affect the synthesis of a number 
of important proteins and enzymes — both at the 
transcription and translation level, including stress 
proteins, antioxidant proteins, ferritin, transferrin re-
ceptor proteins. NO may affect the activity of guanylate 
cyclase, ribonucleotide reductase, cyclooxygenase-2, 
caspase-1, 2, 3, 4, 8 and 9, p53 protein, Ras, Bcl-2, 
8-oxoguaninglycosylase, components of the respira-
tory chain of mitochondria and glycolysis, transcription 
factor NF-kB, cytochrome P-450, ion channels, and 
others by the chemical posttranslational modifications, 
mostly S-nitrosylation [1, 5, 11–13].

In humans, NO is produced with involvement of three 
isoforms of the enzyme NO synthase (NOS): neuronal 
(nNOS, type I), endothelial (eNOS, type III) and indu-
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cible (iNOS, type II) [5]. The first two NOS isoforms are 
constitutive and calcium and calmodulin dependent. 
They are inefficient and represented in tumor tissue 
in trace amounts [5]. Instead, iNOS, having the abi-
lity to synthesize large amounts of NO for a long time, 
is much more powerful, functions independently of the 
calcium concentration in the cell and is usually expressed 
in response to cell activation by cytokines or bacterial 
antigens [1, 14]. Within a short period, iNOS provides for 
at least 40-fold increase in NO concentration depending 
on the strength of stimulating factor. NO under the action 
of iNOS is synthesized by two-stage reaction of hydrox-
ylation of citrulline cycle from L-arginine (arginine — 
arginine-succinate — citrulline), resulting in generation 
of NO radical and L-citrulline [5, 15].

There are some data showing direct formation 
of nitrite anion NO2

–, nitrate anion NO3
– or ONOO– in the 

NOS-reaction. This indicates the ability of NOS to pro-
duce reactive oxygen species (ROS) and NO. Therefore, 
NOS should be considered as a complex enzyme that 
synthesizes highly reactive compounds depending 
on the different functional state of the cell [3]. iNOS can 
be detected in macrophages, monocytes, neutrophils, 
fibroblasts, hepatocytes, and other cell types [16].

It should be noted that NO, unlike many other me-
diators of inflammation, does not require enzymatic 
modification. It can interact with other molecules, taking 
a direct part in the activation of free radical processes 
and reactive nitrogen species (RNS) — biologically ac-
tive toxic products of the reaction of NO with molecular 
oxygen O2, superoxide radicals (SR) or hydrogen per-
oxide H2O2 [1, 15, 17]. The main highly toxic reactive 
forms of NO, which during their excessive synthesis 
in vivo cause formation of nitro-oxidative stress are 
dinitrogen trioxide (N2O3) and peroxynitrite (ONOO–), 
respectively, which is often formed in the reaction 
of NO with SR [18]:

O2
– + NO→ ONOO–

Peroxynitrite exhibits well-defined properties 
of oxidant and nitrosating agent with a short half-life 
in biological systems, which can lead to the inactiva-
tion of superoxide dismutase, lipid peroxidation and 
single-stranded DNA breaks [3]. In turn, peroxynitrite 
can cause further ROS formation, including the reac-
tion of interaction of peroxynitrite with the proton, which 
can be a major source of hydroxyl radicals, because 
it does not require the participation of metals of vari-
able valences:

2ONOO– + 2H + → ONOOH + HO• + NO2

The toxicity resulting from excessive synthesis 
of NO or NO released from its exogenous donors 
is largely determined by the high affinity of NO for the 
“free” iron followed by inhibition of electron-transport 
chain enzymes of mitochondria, glutathione reduc-
tase, ribonucleotide reductase, xanthine oxidase and 
other metal enzymes [3, 19].

Accumulated data prove that NO may affect directly 
the regulation of mitochondrial energy functions [20, 21]. 
At high concentrations NO, competing with mole cules 
of oxygen, can reversibly bind with iron heme a3 of cy-

tochrome c-oxidase of IV complex — terminal electronic 
transport acceptor of mitochondrial chain. As a result, 
transport of electrons by the complexes of the respira-
tory chain, which normally provides the proton extrusion 
from the mitochondrial matrix and creates a potential 
gradient in the inner membrane of mitochondria, 
is disrupted. Besides reducing membrane potential, 
the above mechanism results in excessive formation 
of free radicals and peroxide compounds — products 
of incomplete reduction of oxygen, including SR and 
peroxynitrite [20, 21]. Thus, the mitochondria become 
a source of free radicals in cells synthesizing a large 
amount of SR, peroxide and peroxynitrite, which after 
getting into the cytosol, create the background for the 
formation of oxidative and nitro-oxidative stress [20, 21]. 
In addition, it is known that mitochondria have their own 
ability to synthesize NO. Constitutively expressed mito-
chondrial NOS (mtNOS) — α-isoform of nNOS identified 
on the inner mitochondrial membrane is a physiological 
inhibitor of functional activity of organelles through bind-
ing of NO with cytochrome c-oxidase [22, 23].

NO AND TUMOR GROWTH
NO plays dual role in cancer biology since it can 

stimulate tumor growth as well as provide the op-
posite anti-tumor effect. It modulates various tumor 
events including angiogenesis, apoptosis, cell cycle, 
infiltration and metastasing. Effects of NO in the tumor 
mostly depend on its concentration [1, 5, 15, 17, 18, 24]. 
At low concentrations, such as in the setting of chronic 
inflammation, NO has the ability to inhibit apoptosis, 
while NO and RNS, interacting with DNA during long 
time, cause mutations that potentially lead to the for-
mation of malignant growth loci. Thus, NO is involved 
in the genotoxic damage that may occur as a direct 
modification of DNA, or inhibition of reparation of nucleic 
acids. The inflammation-related mechanisms of carci-
nogenesis mediated by NO and ONOO– also include 
post-translational modification of proteins and activa-
tion of signaling pathways stimulating cell proliferation, 
neovascularisation, and dissemination of tumor cells 
[3, 16, 17, 25].

It was shown that NO contributes to the genomic 
instability in combination with ionizing radiation and 
that the action of NO and ascorbic acid on blood 
lymphocytes of healthy persons enhances chromo-
some instability of cells, resulting in two-fold increase 
of chromatid aberrations [26, 27].

The cytoprotective action of NO in low concen-
trations is largely caused by its ability to inhibit the 
caspase activity via S-nitrosating of cysteine residues 
in the catalytic centers [1, 12, 13]. The efficiency 
of S-nitrosating processes in normoxic conditions 
is determined by the intracellular level of nonheme iron 
(Fe2+), which after interaction with NO forms dinitrosyl 
complexes, in which NO is in the oxidized state (NO+) 
and can join into S- nitrosating processes [13]. There 
is an alternative view that NO limits the activity of cas-
pases not due to S- nitrosating but affecting certain 
stages of processing [16].
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Macrophagal iNOS is the main form in the tissue 
of malignant tumors. NO as a product of iNOS activ-
ity, is an important mediator of various interactions 
between tumor and macrophages as a component 
of microenvironment. On the other hand, among im-
mune cells that directly interact with the tumor tissue, 
macrophages are the most numerous [28]. In particu-
lar, they have the ability to infiltrate deep perinecrotic 
and hypoxic zone of tumors, accumulate there, in some 
cases, up to 50% of tumor volume [29].

A small amount of NO produced in tumors 
by M2-macrophages in the hypoxia setting, is ca-
pable through the stabilization of transcription fac-
tors HIF family and activation of ERK1/2 (extracellular 
signal-regulated kinase) and PI3K (phosphoinositide 
3-kinases) signaling pathways to stimulate the syn-
thesis of pro-angiogenic factors, including matrix 
metalloproteinases, tumor growth factor-β, vascular 
endothelial growth factor, fibroblast growth factor-2, 
platelet growth factor, insulin-like growth factor-2, in-
terleukin-8 [28, 30]. It should be noted that the expres-
sion of the major pro-angiogenic molecular factors 
HIF-1 or HIF-2 sharply increases in hypoxic conditions 
(5% oxygen) and almost disappears upon sufficient 
oxygenation of tissues [17]. In addition, HIF-1 activates 
processes of glycolysis in hypoxic tissues, increases 
erythropoietin production and stimulates mechanisms 
of metastasizing [3, 30, 31].

High level expression of HIF-1 in solid tumors 
is associated with radioresistance of tumors and poor 
prognosis [30, 32]. It was found that the therapy aimed 
at eliminating hypoxia and/or reducing the activity 
of HIF-1 in the tumor, can increase the chemo- and 
radiosensitivity of tumors, thus improving progno-
sis [30]. Experimental study of pathogenic changes 
in tumors during radiotherapy showed that iNOS 
of tumor-associated macrophages is the main but not 
single source of NO in tumor tissue. Besides this, under 
the influence of ionizing radiation the number of iNOS-
positive macrophages increases. Low concentrations 
of NO in well-oxygenated areas of tumors, includ-
ing colorectal cancer (CRC), stabilize HIF structure, 
causing its accumulation [28, 33]. On the other hand, 
NO can promote the release of RNS, which in turn will 
lead to hydroxylation and degradation of HIF-1 in the 
hypoxic areas of chemo- and radioresistant carcinomas 
by binding to cytochrome c-oxidase of mitochondria 
[30, 34]. NO donors were tested with positive effect 
as intermediaries able to inhibit HIF-1 in experimental 
conditions [32].

In contrast to effects of small amounts of NO, at suf-
ficiently high concentrations, NO and ROS (> 400 pM) 
stimulate apoptosis in malignant cells in addition to di-
rect damaging effects through activation of free radical 
oxidation reactions [7, 10, 20]. Cell death is mediated 
by enhancing the expression of p53 and tumor necro-
sis factor-α; inhibition of transcription factor NF-kB; 
reduced expression of Bcl-2 family proteins; caspase 
activation; and direct DNA damage [1, 28, 32]. In addi-
tion, under certain conditions, NO and its derivatives, 

including peroxynitrite, could induce apoptosis via mi-
tochondrial signaling pathway by blocking cytochrome 
c-oxidase and oxidating thiols of mitochondrial mem-
brane [20, 35, 36].

In the blood samples of patients with colon cancer, 
formation of hemoglobin-NO complexes was demon-
strated, and their level in patients with metastatic forms 
of the disease significantly exceeded that in patients 
with resectable forms of cancer. It has been proven that 
the molecular marker of NO-Hb in the blood of cancer 
patients can be used as an indicator of the impairment 
of its transport and other functions, which leads to de-
creasing oxygen supply in peripheral tissues in cancer 
patients [37].

NO DONORS IN CANCER TREATMENT
It was proved that the maximum amount of NO, 

which may be produced within tumors, is not suffi-
ciently high to kill cancer cells, but is sufficient for their 
sensitization to the cytotoxic effect of chemotherapy 
or ionizing radiation [32, 35]. The results of several 
studies provide theoretical and experimental rationale 
for the use of NO for the purpose of chemo- or radio-
sensitization of malignant tumors [7, 10, 38]. There are 
two main approaches to increase the concentration 
of NO in tumor: stimulation of NO production in the 
tumor by increasing iNOS expression or administration 
of NO-donors such as organic nitrates, S-nitrozotiols, 
N-nitrosamines, nitrozimines, metal-NO complexes, 
or combinations of non-steroid anti-inflammatory 
drugs with NO, which can release NO in biological 
environments spontaneously or following enzymatic 
biotransformation in the tissues [5, 11, 18, 32, 35, 39].

In vivo and in vitro investigations provide the 
evidence that activated macrophages and leukocytes, 
which are part of peritumorous inflammatory infiltrates, 
can radiosensitize tumors by direct NO synthesis and 
indirectly — through the secretion of cytokines which 
have ability to stimulate iNOS expression in cancer 
cells [32, 39]. The experiments demonstrated tumor-
associated macrophage activation by cytokines 
(interleukin-1β, interferon-γ) and lipid A providing the 
enhanced production of endogenous NO [39]. Such 
achievement of radiosensitizing effect compared with 
the use of exogenous NO donors, which are adminis-
tered systemically, becomes possible with extracellular 
concentrations of NO by 10–30 times lower [39]. Due 
to the severe toxic side effects (severe hypotension, 
neurotoxic effects, accumulation of toxic metabolites, 
including cyanides) after systemic administration 
of the therapeutically effective doses of NO donors 
in vivo [40], for clinical use it seems more reasonable 
to increase NO concentration directly in the tumor via 
activation of iNOS activity [5, 38, 39].

iNOS expression in tumors is activated by cytokines 
and lipopolysaccharides on the transcriptional level. 
In addition, interleukin-1β and interferon-γ accelerate 
intake of L-arginine by cells and increase the activity 
of arginine succinate liase that catalyzes resynthesis 
of L-arginine from L-citrulline [32, 35].
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In contrast, there are a number of mechanisms that 
ensure the maintenance of low NO concentrations 
in tumor. Among the most effective are: synthesis 
of arginase-1 by the tumor-associated macrophages; 
capture of NO by erythrocytes and nitrosylation of glu-
tathione and hemoglobin; inactivation of iNOS activity 
by hypoxic microenvironment [15].

There are 5 main factors that affect the rate of NOS-
dependent synthesis NO: 1) the rate of transcription 
of genes responsible for synthesis of NOS; 2) mRNA-
NOS maturation; export of mRNA-NOS into the cell loci 
of protein synthesis; 3) the content of NADPH, FAD, 
FMN and protoporphyrin IX in the cells that synthesize 
NO; 4) enzyme activity of synthesized NOS molecules 
and their chemical stability; 5) the concentration 
of L-arginine inside cells that synthesize NO.

Factors 1 and 2 affect the number of synthesized 
NOS molecules, but not their enzymatic activity. Factors 
3, 4 and 5 are post-translational. Lowering pH in cyto-
plasm does not affect the number of mole cules of mRNA-
NOS and synthesis of NOS mole cules in the cell but 
prevents NADPH participation in iNOS- dependent 
NO synthesis. On the one hand, tissue hypoxia slows 
down iNOS-dependent synthesis of NO from L-arginine 
and oxygen molecules because O2 is one of the com-
ponents of iNOS-dependent NO synthesis reaction. 
Excess of O2 molecules (for example, with hyperbaric 
oxygenation) reduces the content of NO by the oxidation 
of NO to nitrites and nitrates [3, 15].

The studies of the mechanisms of synergistic ac-
tion of radiotherapy and NO on cancer cells in vivo and 
in vitro demonstrated the importance of p53 activation 
[10, 38, 41]. It was established that in cancer cells 
p53 is activated due to the damage of DNA mole-
cules by peroxynitrite [42]. In addition, it was found 
that sensitization to radiotherapy due to NO is largely 
implemented through the mechanism of S-nitrosylation 
of transcription factors or regulators of apoptosis [32]. 
The high expression of iNOS in human CRC cell lines 
enhances radiation-induced apoptosis through the 
caspase-dependent mechanism [43]. In the experi-
ment on the model of metabolically-induced hypoxia 
it was shown that NO radiosensitizing effect in hypoxic 
cells is far more pronounced compared to the cells 
in normoxic conditions, while NO influence simulated 
the effect of oxygen [39]. Vasodilating effects of NO im-
proving oxygenation of tissues may be another probable 
mechanism contributing to the increase of radiosensitiv-
ity in hypoxic areas of tumors [44].

The intravenous administration of NO biologi-
cal synthesis precursor — L-arginine hydrochloride 
before sessions of radiotherapy in patients with rec-
tal cancer promotes the synthesis of endogenous 
NO by iNOS expressed in neutrophils and activated 
(M1) macrophages in tumor tissue [8, 9]. Moreover, 
M1 macrophages, which are present in peritumorous 
inflammatory infiltrates, can provide radiosensitization 
of tumors through the secretion of proinflammatory cy-
tokines, thus consequently increasing the expression 
and functional activity of iNOS in cancer cells [32, 39].

Another way to increase NO concentration in the 
tumor involves the modulation of polyamine metabo-
lism. It was proved that reducing arginase activity 
by norarginin (inhibitor of arginase) creates favorable 
conditions for NOS [45].

The prognostic significance of iNOS expression 
in tumors is still unclear. Some authors indicate a high 
level of iNOS expression in colon cancer [46, 47]. 
A positive correlation between iNOS levels, vascular 
endothelial growth factor expression and the density 
of the microvascular vessels of the malignant tumors 
was found, besides iNOS expression was higher in met-
astatic tumors [48]. Gochman et al. [46] emphasize the 
relationship of iNOS expression in tumor with mecha-
nisms of CRC metastasizing basedon the positive cor-
relation between iNOS in the tumor tissue and the level 
of matrix metalloproteinase-2 in the intestinal wall [46].

Regarding the intratumoral distribution of iNOS, the 
majority of researchers point to the prevalence of iNOS 
expression in the stroma of tumors including macro-
phages [47, 49–51]. Some of researchers did not found 
iNOS expression in the cells of tumor parenchyma [49]. 
In addition, there are some data on relatively higher 
iNOS expression in the tumor parenchyma cells [46, 
52]. However, these differences may be due to diffe-
rent methods used for preparation and staining of the 
samples [28].

The relationship between low level of iNOS and 
poor prognosis in CRC patients was reported in some 
studies [47, 49, 51], while other authors demonstrated 
an association between low survival rates of patients and 
high expression levels of iNOS in tumor tissue [46, 52]. 
In addition, high iNOS expression was related to hema-
togenous and lymphogenous metastasis [53, 54], low dif-
ferentiation grade of tumors [55], increased depth of tu-
mor invasion [55], vascular invasion and development 
of obstructive forms of CRC, which is known to be more 
common in tumors with infiltrative type of growth [54].

Recently, it was found that the expression of iNOS 
in tumor does not always correspond to NO production 
level, which obviously can affect the results of clinical 
studies on the prognostic value of iNOS expression 
in cancer patients [28].

CONCLUSION
Numerous studies demonstrated the functional 

dualism of NO in carcinogenesis and tumor progres-
sion. A wide range of biological effects of NO could 
be useful for the development of new schemes and 
methods of anticancer therapy based on the activation 
of endogenous NO biosynthesis pathways. To date, 
it has been proven in vivo and in vitro that NO, being 
a biologically active compound, can be successfully 
used as a therapeutic agent in cancer treatment.
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